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The Brilex Group Attends Association of Iron and Steel Technology (AIST) Conference

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio—The Brilex Group of Companies, a full-service manufacturing group supplying the steel industry
worldwide, will attend the Association of Iron and Steel Technology (AIST) conference, May 6-9, at the David L. Lawrence
Convention Center in Pittsburgh, PA. The Brilex Group comprising of Brilex Industries, Taylor-Winfield Technologies, Quality
Machine and Amrod Bridge & Iron will be exhibiting their services at booth #1612.
The Brilex Group of Companies bring together synergies of the industry’s best; providing complete equipment engineering,
fabrication, machining, assembly, rebuilding, installation and support services. Brilex Industries, with over 260,000 sq. ft. of heavy
manufacturing space and a lifting capacity of 130 tons, is a preferred partner/supplier to many OEM’s and end users in the metals
industries. Taylor-Winfield Technologies and its’ BOLTECH product line are world leaders in the design and manufacture of
material joining and handling equipment combining their diverse technologies to solve the most complex manufacturing needs.
Quality Machine specializes in machining of steel, aluminum, and brass/bronze components as a reliable parts manufacturer and
maintenance component supplier to OEM’s and end users. Lastly, Amrod Bridge & Iron, an AISC certified fabricator, is a premier
source of steel fabrication for bridges, locks and dams, waste water treatment plants, marine and other general industrial construction.
With over 140,000 sq. ft. of fabrication space, Amrod Bridge and Iron is able to offer complete fabrication, engineering, machining,
and assembly with competitive pricing, quality fabrications, on-time delivery, and unparalleled customer service.
Together, these companies are the go-to provider for industrial equipment and process solution needs. The experienced workforce,
dedication to quality, state-of-the-art equipment, and modern facilities, will meet your needs from small single part solutions to
complex production machines and systems. These services will be represented in AIST Booth #1612 along with experienced product
specialists in the steelmaking industry to assist with any inquires.
For more information regarding The Brilex Group and the Association of Iron and Steel Technology conference, please contact Katie
McMenamin, Sales and Marketing Coordinator for The Brilex Group at (330) 259-8516, or e-mail kmcmenamin@brilex.com.
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